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Abstract
Gapvirveln är ansvarig för lufttryckförluster i motorn av ett flygplan och kan orsaka utbrottet av
kompressorstall och pumpning. Artikeln bevisade matematiskt att en del av de här förlusterna är proportionell mot gapvirvelncirkulationen upphöjd. Utvecklingen av den där cirkulationen undersöktes med
hjälp av en parametrisk studie som provkörde flera gapstorlekar.
Arbetet bestå av att adoptera en förenklad enda blad konfiguration för att studera flödes fysik med
vindtunnel experiment och flödesberäkningar. Efter att man analyserar flödes viktigaste egenskaper
genomfördes en modell baserad på studien av en jet i ett korsflöde. Den här modellen används för att
beskriva flödet för små gapstorlekar. För stora gap antar man att flödet beter sig som en vingspetsvirvel
som cirkulationen kan beräknas utan svårighet med hjälp av lyftledningsteorin.
Flödes topologi visualiserades tack vare numeriska beräkningar och legitimerade användningen av
modellen av en jet i ett korsflöde för små gapstorlekar. Teoretiska, experimentella och numeriska resultat jämfördes och bevisade att modellen väl förutsäger utvecklingen av gapvirvelncirkulationen mot
gapstorlek även om några numeriska resultat är långt från modellen.
Nyckelord: turbomaskin, kompressor, gapflöde, virvel.
The tip leakage vortex is responsible for the generation of stagnation pressure losses inside the compressor along with the outbreak of rotating stall and surge. The current paper analytically proved that a
part of the losses is proportional to the vortex circulation squared. The evolution of this circulation has
been investigated as part of a parametric study which tested several clearance heights.
The work consists in adopting a simplified single blade configuration to study the physics of the flow
by means of wind tunnel experiments and numerical calculations. Upon visualising the main features of
the flow, a model based on the study of jet in crossflows was implemented to describe the tip clearance
flow for small gap sizes. For big gaps, the flow is assumed to behave as an isolated wing tip vortex which
circulation is easily computed by the so called lifting line theory.
The main vortical structures highlighted by the topology of the flow justified the use of the model of
a jet in crossflow for small gap sizes. This model was challenged by experimental and numerical data and
proved to well predict the evolution of the clearance vortex circulation for an increasing clearance height
although some numerical results remain further away from the model.
Keywords: turbomachine, compressor, tip leakage flow, vortex.

Introduction
Civil aviation is responsible for 12% of CO2 emissions of the transports sector which covers 3%
of the total emissions around the world. The aerospace industry has been given a challenging goal in
order to reduce its environmental impact. From now on, it is of paramount importance to cut down on
fuel, to decrease green-house gases emissions and to generate less noise. To do so, manufacturers try
to enhance the engine efficiency. It is then necessary to identify any loss that occurs inside the engine
(compressor, combustion chamber, turbine). Engine manufacturers are also concerned with increasing
the margin against compressor surge and rotating stall. Some studies have shown that clearance flows
play an important role in the outbreak of both phenomena and therefore alter the durability of an engine.
This paper is devoted to the study of tip leakage flows between a compressor blade tip and the
casing wall of the engine. This type of flows are subject to aerodynamic losses that affect the engine
performance downstream. This research work is split as follows: experiments in a low-speed wind tunnel,
flow calculations using elsA finite volume code and a theoretical study which aims to build a model for
the clearance vortex circulation.
The chosen approach in this paper consists in performing a parametric study based on the clearance
height h in order to account for the evolution of the losses.

1
1.1

The tip leakage flow
Formation

The pressure difference between the pressure and suction sides of a blade generates the tip leakage flow
which further rolls up to form a tip clearance vortex. The jet velocity is driven by the blade loading which
signifies that the tip leakage flow strengthens as the compression rate increases. It will later be pointed
out that the tip leakage flow affects the good operation of an engine since it triggers surge and rotating
stall. Understanding the physics of such a flow allows one to design control methods that increase the
operating domain of the engine.
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1.2

1.2

Compressor surge and rotating stall

Compressor surge and rotating stall

For a flow rate lower than the critical value, the compressor may be subjected to either surge, rotating
stall or both. Several phenomena can yield to a decrease in the mass flow rate through the compressor:
cross-wind, flow separation in the air intake, transient regime etc. The blades stall when the flow rate is
too low and the compression rate reaches its ceiling. It is also at this point that aerodynamic instabilities
occur and can yield rotating stall and surge [14].
Surge is characterized by large amplitude streamwise oscillations of the compressor mass flow rate. It
induces a periodic loading on the blades that can drastically shrink their lifetime. It can even completely
destroy the compressor if high amplitude oscillations occur during the process. This phenomenon is often
preceded by rotating stall. Rotating stall creates several stall cells that travel in the azimuthal direction
and can affect the good operation of neighbouring blades [5]. Stall cells spin slower than the compressor
and induce vibrations. It also implies a drop in compression rate and engine efficiency.

Figure 1: Compressor surge and rotating stall, Greitzer [5]
Former studies have shown that the tip clearance flow plays an important role in loss generation and
in the trigger of such phenomena [3, 16, 10]. Although it is limited to the narrow blade tip region, the tip
leakage flow seems to drastically influence both performance and operating domain of an engine. Today’s
research intends to develop active and passive methods to control the tip leakage flow and reduce its
undesired effects.

1.3

Stagnation pressure losses

A compressor is subject to stagnation pressure losses that are subsequent to viscous dissipation,
turbulence and the setting up of secondary flows. Let U∞ and Pt∞ respectively be the upstream velocity
and the upstream stagnation pressure. Downstream of the blade, the flow has a velocity (ux , uy , uz ) and
a stagnation pressure Pt . By definition:
1 2
Pt∞ = Ps∞ + ρU∞
2

(1)


1
(2)
Pt = Ps + ρ u2x + u2y + u2z
2
where Ps∞ and Ps are respectively the upstream and downstream static pressures. The stagnation
pressure loss coefficient is then defined as follows:
CP t =

2
Pt∞ − Pt
Ps∞ − Ps u2y + u2z U∞
− u2x
=
−
+
1
1
2
2
2
2
U∞
U∞
ρU∞
2 ρU∞
| 2 {z } | {z } | {z }
CP s

K⊥

(3)

D2

CP t = CP s − K⊥ + D2

(4)

where CP s is the static pressure loss coefficient, K⊥ is the transverse kinetic energy and D2 the deficit
in longitudinal kinetic energy.
Stagnation pressure losses have been split in three terms. This section suggests a way to interpret the
term CP s − K⊥ based on Batchelor’s vortex model [1] which accounts for a longitudinal flow in the core
of the vortex. Consider cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, x) and the following assumptions:
1. An axisymmetric vortex described by a velocity field u = uθ (r, x) eθ
2. Boundary layer type conditions:

∂·
∂x



∂· ∂·
∂r , ∂θ

= 0 and ur  ux

3. |U∞ − ux |  U∞
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Batchelor [1] derived an asymptotic behaviour based on the similarity solution of the heat equation
(satisfied by the circulation Γv ). The asymptotic solution when x → ∞ is Γv = Γ0 (1 − e−η ) where η is
defined by equation (7). Using Navier-Stokes equations, one can prove that CP s − K⊥ is proportional to
the circulation squared Γ20 for a given streamwise and radial position:
CP s − K⊥ =
ˆ

∞

F (η) =
η

1 − e−ξ
ξ2

Γ20
F
2
16π νxU∞

2

(η)

(5)

2

dξ −

(1 − e−η )
> 0 ∀η
η

(6)

U∞ r2
(7)
4νx
Equation (5) links stagnation pressure losses to the clearance vortex circulation and suggests that an
increase in circulation leads to an increase in losses.
η=

2
2.1

Study approach
Methodology

The study is split out in three branches: experimental work, flow calculations and theoretical analysis.
The experimental part is devoted to wind tunnel testing in which a five holes probe is used to map the
flow in a transverse plane located downstream of the blade. This probe returns the 3D velocity field from
pressure measurements normalized by the stagnation pressure at the entry of the test section.
The flow simulations are carried out using elsA finite volume code developed at ONERA. The numerical model used is described in the next section, where the boundary condition on the casing wall can be
either inviscid or viscous.
The theoretical analysis aims to build up a model that can provide consistent results or at least
reasonable values of the clearance vortex circulation.

2.2

Tip clearance flow configurations
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(a) Single blade, inviscid

(b) Single blade, viscous

Figure 2: Various tip leakage configurations
The simplest configuration is the single blade with inviscid condition on the wall. It consists in
considering the wall as a symmetry plane by taking the mirror image of the single blade as shown in
Figure 2a. Brion [2] and Lakshminarayana [7] adopted this configuration in their works. In the present
study, all the theoretical work will be carried out considering an inviscid wall.
The second configuration (Figure 2b), which is the same as the first one except that there is a
no-slip condition on the wall, accounts for the casing wall boundary layer and illustrates perfectly the
experimental configuration adopted in this study. It is noteworthy that results reached with this set up
differ from those obtained with the former one since the wall shear layer affects the clearance flow. The
boundary layer interacts with the clearance vortex as reported by Brion [2].
The two configurations retained in this research work consist of a single blade submerged in a parallel
flow. The casing wall is modelled by a plate of variable length set up in the wind tunnel. Varying the
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2.3

Parametric study

plate length modifies the boundary layer thickness δ which is an important parameter since its order of
magnitude is comparable to that of the clearance height.
This kind of configuration is of course a simplified model of the clearance region since it does not
account for the relative motion of the casing wall and thus puts aside the rotation effect and the interaction
between adjoining blades. Indeed, mapping the vortex in a turbomachine is a complex undertaking
because of geometry constraints and the lack of space. Considering a simplified configuration allows one
to perform a parametric study more easily and run more detailed measurements.

2.3

Parametric study

The approach retained for this study consists in assessing the evolution of the clearance vortex circulation in inviscid or viscous configuration (Figure 2) for various gap sizes. A single vertical NACA0012
airfoil is set up vertically over a plate which models the casing wall as sketched in Figure 3.

b
α
z
x
c

y

h

(L)
L

Figure 3: Schematic view of a single blade configuration
The plate length L, the angle of attack α, the gap size h and the Reynolds number Re are all adjustable
parameters. Their values are summarized in Table 1. Two different plates of length L̂ = 1.8 and L̂ = 3.3
Airfoil
Wind tunnel height h + b
Chord c
Gap to chord ratio ĥ = h/c
Plate length to chord ratio L̂ = L/c
Angle of attack α
Reynolds number Re

NACA0012
560 mm
200 mm
[0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 6, 8, 13] %
Experiment: [1.8, 3.3] - Simulation: [∅, 3]
10◦
5.5 · 105

Table 1: Parameters of the study
will be placed in the wind tunnel. Viscous flow calculations are performed with a plate of length L̂ = 3.
From now on L̂ = ∅ refers to inviscid flow calculations, i.e. for which the boundary condition on the
wall is inviscid and the plate only consists of a symmetry plane. For each plate length, ten clearance
gap sizes will be tested. The smaller gap heights are comparable to those encountered in an industrial
turbomachine (' 0.5 − 1.5 %). The configuration (ĥ = 0.5%, Re = 550000) is comparable to the CME2
single stage compressor based in Laboratoire de Mécanique de Lille for which ĥ = 0.6%. Given that the
Mach number is relatively small and lower than 0.3 (' 0.1) the flow is supposed incompressible.

3
3.1

Experimental setup and numerical model
Wind tunnel testing

The wind tunnel used in this study is a low-speed Eiffel type wind tunnel in which the flow can reach
4 to 40 m.s−1 in the test section. The wind tunnel is equipped with four Pitot tubes at the exit of the
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3.2

Numerical model

convergent which provide the reference pressure to a differential sensor and an absolute pressure sensor
used to measure the upstream stagnation pressure Pt∞ .
The geometry is settled in a 1m-diameter test section (Figure 4) which length is 1.7 m. The upstream
part of the plate is divided in four removable stretches in order to change the length L. The test section
is also equipped with a movable sensor (5 holes probe, hot wire, boundary layer probe).
Ps,top

Druck UNIK

blade
window

Pt
removable stretches
sensor:
LDV
5 holes probe
removable disk:
hot wire anemometer sta c pressure probes
boundary layer probe actuators

Ps,bottom

(a) Experimental setup

Druck UNIK

(b) Static pressure probes

Figure 4: Schematic view of the test section. The arrow indicates the direction of the flow.

3.2

Numerical model

The wind tunnel test section geometry is not accounted for in flow calculations. A single blade and
a plate are set up in a parallelepipoid which constitutes the fluid domain as sketched in Figure 5. The
plate leading edge is modelled by the line where the boundary condition switches from a slip to a no-slip
condition. The no-slip condition applies all over the blade as well. In the end, the lateral, upstream and
downstream faces are modelled by a far field condition.

Figure 5: Computation domain. Boundary conditions: grey = slip condition, blue = no-slip condition,
colourless = far field condition.
The turbulence model retained in this study is the RSM SSG−LRR−ω model [4]. This is a composite
single transport equation model. The Launder-Reece-Rodi (LRR) model applies in the near-wall regions
while the Speziale-Sarkar-Gatski (SSG) model is used in the free field. The junction between the two
models is done thanks to a fitting function.
Flow calculations are performed using RANS equations in order to reach a steady final state and
the flow is assumed to be stationary. Equations are solved using an implicit Euler scheme with a time
step based on the CFL and the mesh size in order to accelerate the convergence. Convective fluxes are
computed using the up-wind AUSM+P scheme [8, 9]. The MUSCL flux reconstruction technique was
introduced by Van Leer [18] to improve the accuracy of the AUSM upwind scheme.
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4
4.1

Flow topology
Separation bubble

The tip leakage flow is characterized by the formation of a separation bubble at the clearance entrance.
Indeed, the sharp corner has a fairly small curvature radius and the flow can only bypass the blade tip
skin which creates a bubble, as sketched in Figure 6, where the left side is the pressure side, the right
side is the suction side and the blade thickness corresponds to the white frame. Pseudo stream lines (i.e.
stream lines built with the projection of the velocity onto the mapping plane) are displayed to visualise
the flow.
The separation bubble grows as the clearance size increases. The reattachment point moves towards
the trailing edge of the blade as shown in Figure 6b. At some point the flow becomes fully detached and
the separation bubble spans the whole blade tip. It is interesting to link the size of the separation bubble
to a discharge coefficient χD defined as follows:
χD =

ṁ
ṁ0

(8)

where ṁ is the real mass flow rate and ṁ0 is the ideal mass flow rate for which no separation bubble
is accounted for. The bigger the bubble, the lower the discharge coefficient. Hence, χD is expected to
decrease with an increasing clearance gap size.

(a) ĥ = 2%

(b) ĥ = 4.5%

Figure 6: Visualisation of the gap flow with longitudinal vorticity contours (L̂ = ∅, x̂ = 0.5)

4.2

Mapping of the vortex sheet

This subsection now aims to visualise the vortex sheet generated by the tip clearance flow in order
to emphasize various regimes for specific clearance gap sizes. The following figures display longitudinal
vorticity contours ωx for an increasing clearance height.
As sketched in Figure 7, the vortex core gets closer to the blade suction side surface as the gap size
increases since the velocity of the clearance flow decreases, according to mass flow rate conservation.
Furthermore, the rolling up of the flow becomes ever more pronounced which lends further support to the
idea that the clearance vortex progressively starts to look like a wing tip vortex around an isolated wing.
For low gap to chord ratios, the tip clearance flow behaves as a jet in crossflow, with its characteristic shear
layer and potential core (Figure 8). The latter speculation will be quantitatively challenged thereafter.

5
5.1

Modelling the flow
Jet in crossflow

An approach consists in modelling the tip leakage flow as a jet in crossflow as it has already been
attempted in previous studies [17]. Indeed, the gap height can be considered as a slot from which slips a
secondary flow. This secondary flow further faces the main flow and is assumed to behave as a jet colliding
ONERA
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(a) ĥ = 0.5%

5.2

(b) ĥ = 2%

(c) ĥ = 4.5%

Rains model

(d) ĥ = 13%

Figure 7: Longitudinal vorticity contours in the gap for L̂ = ∅ and x̂ = 0.5

(b) Schematic view of a jet flow [11]

(a) Zoom in of Figure 7a (L̂ = ∅, ĥ = 0.5%)

Figure 8: Tip clearance flow versus jet flow
with a crossflow as shown in Figure 9b. In the inviscid wall approach the slot actually corresponds to
twice the gap.
Literature provides a first glance on vortex generation mechanisms. Jacquin [6] suggested that the
vortex ring (which confines the jet section) is stretched streamwise by the crossflow. This distortion of
the vortex line gives birth to two counter-rotating vortices aligned with the direction of the crossflow. In
the inviscid wall configuration, these two vortices actually correspond to the two symmetrical vortices
with respect to the plate.
An analogy with a wing wake is considered in order to assess the jet contribution to the circulation of
this vortex pair [6]. The jet thrust is assimilated to a lift force with equation (9) where Aj = 2hc is the
slot area, d = 2zv is the distance between the two counter-rotating vortices and zv is the z-coordinate of
the vortex center (Figure 9b).
ˆ
ρUj2 Aj = ρU∞ Γdz
(9)
⇔ ρUj2 Aj = ρU∞ Γv d
hc
⇔ Γv =
U2
U∞ zv j

(10)

This latter expression raises the following question: how to assess the jet velocity Uj ?

5.2

Rains model

The tip leakage flow was first modelled using a simple Bernoulli approach by Rains [15] in 1954. The
model assumes that the fluid is at rest on the pressure side, i.e. the pressure is the stagnation pressure Pt+
and Ps− is the static pressure on the suction side. The fluid undergoes a contraction since the clearance
vortex detaches at the tip clearance entrance. The flow reattaches further downstream as sketched in
Figure 9a. Rains modelled the problem as a potential flow squeezed by the separation bubble inside the
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5.3

Building up a hybrid model

clearance as it has already been highlighted by numerical results. It is then pertinent to compute the jet
velocity using Rains approach.
z

‐
‐
‐
‐

+
+
Pt+

+
+

h

x
v

Ps
d

v

Uj

h
y

(a) Rains model of the tip leakage flow

(b) Model of a jet in crossflow

Figure 9: Theoretical models used to describe the tip leakage flow
Moore and Tilton [12] defined the overall discharge coefficient χD = ṁ/ṁ0 , with ṁ = ρhcUj (ṁ0 is
calculated using Bernoulli equation), which accounts for the vena contracta and links the jet velocity Uj
to the stagnation pressure upstream of the gap Pt+ :
ṁ
p
hc 2ρ (Pt+ − Ps− )
s
2 (Pt+ − Ps− )
⇔ Uj = χD
ρ
χD =

5.3

(11)

(12)

Building up a hybrid model

So far the different models that have been considered provide means to assess the clearance vortex
circulation and the exhaust jet velocity. From now on the building up of a hybrid model will consist in
blending Rains approach and the study led by Jacquin. The model developed by Rains provides a way
to compute the jet velocity given the pressure and suction side pressures while Jacquin’s analogy links
the clearance vortex circulation to the jet velocity. The jet is now assumed to slip with a velocity equal
to that provided by Rains:
s
p
Uj
Pt+ − Ps−
= χD
(13)
= χD ∆KP
1
2
U∞
2 ρU∞
Equation (10) becomes:
hc 2
χ U∞ ∆KP
(14)
zv D
In order to simplify the problem, this theoretical model assumes the pressure difference coefficient ∆KP
to be computed at half span of the blade which signifies that the tip leakage flow is here considered as
an extension of a 2D problem.
Lakshminarayana and Horlock [7] stated that the lifting line theory cannot correctly model the tip
clearance flow for small gap to chord ratios. They first pointed out that it does not account for the airfoil
thickness which can become significant for low clearance heights. They also introduced the notion of
’retained lift’ at the tip for small gaps which is incompatible with the no-lift condition set by the lifting
line theory at the blade tip.
Those observations emphasize the need to set up an alternative model for low gap sizes. In the
following pages, this is the model defined by equation (14) that will be assessed versus experimental and
numerical results. However, it appears that there is no obvious way to theoretically determine zv and
χD . Hence, zv and χD can be determined numerically and experimentally:
Γv =

χD =

ṁ
√

ρhcU∞ ∆KP

(15)

ṁ, the mass flow rate in the clearance, will be extracted with a mesh spanning the gap from the numerical
solution while ∆KP will be computed at half span of the blade.
ONERA
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5.4

5.4

Lifting line theory

Lifting line theory

Ludwig Prandtl [13] developed a model where all the vorticity filaments over the wing merge into
a single one called lifting line. The lifting line theory is based on potential flows and solves the bound
vortex circulation Γb for each spanwise position of the wing discretization. As the wingspan is finite, and
knowing that a vortex line is necessarily closed, this signifies that there is vorticity shed in the wake of the
lifting surface along with a vortex line parallel to the wing in the wake which is called the starting vortex.
It is suggested that the shed vorticity in the wake rolls up to form two wing tip vortices of circulation Γv
and −Γv as shown in Figure 10. Γv is computed upon integrating the vorticity shed in the wake of the
blade. The lifting line theory may be used to model tandem flights, i.e. several airplanes flying alongside.

Γ
Γv

‐Γv
star ng vortex
Figure 10: Vortex lines around a lifting surface
The tandem flight configuration can also represent an inviscid tip leakage flow where the width of
the slot is equal to twice the clearance height h. Indeed, if the viscosity is neglected, the flow can be
solved by using a symmetry plane. Hence, the clearance vortex of circulation Γv is transformed into a
counter-rotating symmetric vortex of circulation −Γv . The symmetry wall still models the casing wall of
the engine on which the slip condition is satisfied.
In the present study, the chosen approach consists in considering the whole span of the blade to which
is applied a symmetry wall at both edges. The initial central wing is surrounded by one symmetrical
wing on the right-hand side and another one on the left-hand side as shown in Figure 11. Having done
that, it is possible to extend the symmetry and add extra wings on both sides. The problem is finally
steered to a central wing surrounded by k wings on the right-hand side and k wings on the left-hand side.

h
b
k=1

z
x
k=0
k= 1
Figure 11: Clearance flow model

6
6.1

Clearance vortex circulation
Discharge coefficient χD

The discharge coefficient χD is plotted versus gap to chord ratio ĥ in Figure 12a for the inviscid (L̂ = ∅)
and viscous (L̂ = 3) wall configurations. χD decreases for ĥ ≥ 1.5% as expected since the separation
bubble on the blade tip tends to grow when increasing the gap. Hence, the blockage becomes more
pronounced and the ratio between the actual and the ideal mass flow rate drops. It is not completely
clear why the discharge coefficient increases for L̂ = 3 and ĥ ≤ 1.5% and for L̂ = ∅ and ĥ ≤ 1%:
viscous effects may become preponderant in the clearance or it may be due to a bad convergence of the
calculation. In both cases (inviscid and viscous), the discharge coefficient seems to reach a temporary
plateau χD ∼ 0.81 − 0.83. These values are very similar to the discharge coefficient experimentally
computed by Rains χD = 0.84. The coefficient seems to slightly increase for ĥ ≥ 6%. This evolution of
the discharge coefficient may directly be linked to the size of the separation bubble in the gap. A possible
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6.2

Vortex offset d

explanation would consist in stating that the separation bubble growth slows down before its size reaches
its ceiling. The bubble size would become more and more negligible compared to the clearance height h,
the actual mass flow rate ṁ would get ever closer to the ideal mass flow rate ṁ0 and χD would increase
and tend towards 1.

0.24

0.92

CFD - L̂ = ∅
CFD - L̂ = 3

0.90

0.22

XP - L̂ = 1.8
Fit

0.20

0.88

0.18

dˆ

χD

0.86
0.16

0.84
0.14
0.82

0.12

0.80

0.78
0.00

0.10

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.08
0.00

0.09

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

ĥ

ĥ

(a) Discharge coefficient χD

(b) Vortex offset d

Figure 12: Evolution of the parameters

6.2

Vortex offset d

The evolution of the clearance vortex altitude zv was investigated as well. Figure 12b shows the
evolution of the vortex offset d = 2zv with respect to gap size. The curve corresponding to L̂ = 3.3
is not displayed since the plate length proved to have a fairly small influence on this parameter. The
experimental data was fitted by d = ahn and introduced in the theoretical model described in 5.3. The
altitude of the vortex core seems to behave as follows: zv → 0 when h → 0 and zv → ∞ when h → ∞
considering that the clearance vortex remains close to the blade suction side when the gap size increases.
In the end, the chosen model seems to correctly fit the vortex offset in the range of investigated clearance
heights.

6.3

Validation of the model

The clearance vortex circulation Γv is defined by equation (16) where Stokes’ theorem has been used.
The circulation was computed from numerical and experimental results upon integrating the vorticity ω
in a transverse plane downstream (x̂ = 1.05) of the blade. The evolution of the circulation with respect
to gap size is displayed in Figure 13. This chart shows numerical, experimental and theoretical results in
order to assess the compliance of the model derived in 5.3.
˛
¨
Γv =
u · dl =
ω · dS
(16)
C

S

The model of a jet in crossflow seems to correctly fit the experimental curve for ĥ ≤ 4.5% and the
numerical curve for L̂ = 3 and ĥ ≤ 2%. Indeed, the growth rate of the three curves are very close and
suggest that the clearance circulation increases linearly when the gap size is small. On the contrary, when
the gap is bigger (ĥ ≥ 6%) the model keeps rising at the same rate while the growth of the two other
curves slows down. It confirms the initial guess that the model of a jet in crossflow applies for small gaps,
as it was first speculated by glancing at the longitudinal vorticity contours in 4.2.
The chart also displays the model considering Rains discharge coefficient χD = 0.84 [15]. It gives
a good trend of the evolution up to ĥ = 2.5% which suggests that accounting for the variation of the
discharge coefficient is not crucial in this range of clearance heights.
However, it is surprising that the model (which was derived considering a slip condition on the wall)
does not give the same growth rate as the numerical curve plotted in the case of an inviscid plate. Besides,
the gap between the two numerical curves is expected to shrink as the gap increases since the influence of
the viscous plate diminishes. Further flow calculations should be performed for bigger gap sizes to clarify
this point.
Finally, the lifting line theory is not applicable for small gap sizes as shown on the chart since it overestimates the circulation significantly. It confirms once again the observations made by Lakshminarayana
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Figure 13: Evolution of the clearance vortex circulation with respect to gap size
and Horlock [7] and Rains [15]. On the contrary, numerical and experimental curves seem to converge
towards the lifting line model for bigger gaps. Once again, more flow calculations should be made to
confirm this trend.

Conclusion and prospectives
This research work aimed to investigate the stagnation pressure losses brought about by clearance
flows between a compressor blade tip and the casing wall of the engine. This study analytically showed
that a part of the stagnation pressure losses is proportional to the circulation squared. That is why the
current paper attempted to find a theoretical model for the clearance vortex circulation versus gap to
chord ratio which makes this research work quite uncommon among former ones.
Simplified tip leakage flow configurations were investigated through wind tunnel experiments and
flow calculations using elsA finite volume code. These simplified configurations enabled to focus on the
physics of the tip vortex while putting aside rotation effects and interactions between adjoining blades
that occur in a real compressor. Moreover, it was easier to set up experimental measurements and
numerical calculations. Several clearance heights and two plate lengths were tested experimentally, while
inviscid and viscous wall configurations were implemented in numerical calculations.
Numerical results first revealed the typical features of the tip clearance flow: the tip clearance vortex and the separation bubble. Visualising the flow was of paramount importance before modelling it
analytically since it highlighted a regime where the flow behaves as a jet in crossflow and another one
where it looks like an isolated wing tip vortex. The former applies for small gaps and the latter for big
gaps. Those two models were designed assuming that the slip condition applies on the casing wall, i.e.
the problem boils down to a slotted wing where the width of the slot corresponds to twice the gap size.
The model of a jet in crossflow showed good agreement with numerical and experimental results:
the circulation computed theoretically proved to increase at the same speed as the one extracted from
experimental and numerical integrations. The lifting line model significantly overestimated the circulation
of the vortex at small gaps. As planned, the model of a jet in crossflow proved to be unapplicable at
bigger gaps. In contrast, numerical and experimental curves seemed to catch up with the lifting line
model even though the range of investigated clearance heights did not permit to establish a definitive
conlusion.
However, some unexpected results remain unexplained so far. The two numerical curves corresponding
to inviscid and viscous plate configurations should coalesce when the gap size increases since the influence
of the viscous plate fades away. That is why more calculations must be carried out for bigger gap sizes.
The model of a jet in crossflow was derived considering an inviscid plate. Yet, flow calculations performed
with a slip condition on the wall do not provide the same growth rate for small gaps. Further flow
calculations must be conducted in order to confirm that the lifting line model correctly describes the flow
for big gaps.
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